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AB'STRACT

Over the past four years of research for AFOSR, con-

siderable progress has been made toward development of a

data translation methodology. A model for implementing

data translators has been formulated and verified through

a series of increasingly more general data translators.

Mechanisms for prescribing stored-data transformations and

descriptions, a Stored-Data Definition Language, arid Trans-

lation Definition Language to direct the data translator

have developed. - .
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The outcome of the past ten years of accelerated growth J
in the computing industry has been the proliferation of data

formats making it difficult to transfer data from one system i

to another. The state-of-the-art approach to this problem,

termed data c(onversion is to develop a specific conversion

program for each transfer of data from a source to a target

system. This approach has the inherent disadvantage of re-

quiring a different program to be written for each pair of

source and target system. Hence for M (different) source

systems and N (different) target systems, the number of I..,

programs required to translate data between differ t source

and target system grows as the product of M and N increases. V

Over the past four years of AFOSR 'unding, a substantive

attack on the data conversion problem has been underway at

The University of Michigan. Much progress has been made

towards our overall goal of developing a data translation

methodology to address the data conversion problem.

The descriptive approach to data base translation is

based on a twc-step process (Figure 1.1):

(i) the user specification of the necessary data

descriptions

(ii) the execution of a data translator based on these m..........

descriptions .
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Data Description Approach

Figure 1.1

The data descriptions are the specification of the logical

"and physical attributes of the source and target data, along

with the specification of the restructuring necessary to

transform the source data into the target data.

The translation process consists of transforming the source

data into the target data. This process is entirely driven

by the stored-data descriptions prepared in Step i, and uses

three components; a Reader, Writer, and RE-tructurer (Figure 1.2).

4'
SDD ]SDD

REDRRESTRUCTURERLE V O
Components in the Translations Process

'Figure 1.2
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The Reader accesses the source data base, the Restructurer

reorganizes the source data into a form suitable for the

target, and the Writer outputs the target data base.

The Restructurer component is the most complex since it

must perform sophisticated transformations in which large
quantities of source data may be used to produce one instance

of the target data. Both the Data Translation Project and

SDDTTG have found it necessary to create an intermediate

form for the source and target data but for different motiva-

tions. The SDDTTG calls this intermediate fo-.rm a Translator

Internal Form ITIF) and its objective is to be completely

self-describing internal representation of source data. The

internal form used by the Data Translation Project is termed

a Restructurer Internal Form (RIF) and its objective is to

facilitate the restructuring process. vX

Within the translation process (Figure 1.3), three

distinct transformations on the data can be identified:

(i) Reading the source and producing the Internal
Foxm of the source (IFs)

(ii) Reading the IFs and producing the Internal Form

target (IFt)

(iii) Reading the IFt and producing the target
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Data Transformations in Translation Process

Figure 1.3

2.0 SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENT;

Substantial progress has been attained in the develop-

ment of sufficient descriptive mechanism and in the imple-

mentation of generalized data translators. Extending the

basic declarative approach of data description languages,

a Stored-Data Definition Language has been developed and

successfully implemented to drive the translaticn process.

Using similar technology, a Translation Definition Language

has been specified to describe the logical transformation

between data bases. Both of these results are basic research

contributions.

With respect to the development of data translators, the irLi
initial development model proposed in 1972 proved sound and

served as the basis for the implementation of a series of

increasingly more general data translators. Developing

the translator model immediately focused into three research

directions:

•: ':. '.... .• . . .. . ,.' . . . .... : .-. :, •. ,::.x .. :.. •.: .•',i ., . ,:.:,.i:..6::• ...tJ •,, :'d ,•::•:.;. •_.. . .,.'• :.•:g ,':' ,;..- .•.''#h ,& -.• ' Z i• , .;$' :, ''' • .!
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1. A data accessing component

2. A data restructuring component

3. A data constructing component

Research on the data accessing component resulted in the

development of a generalized access model. which was driven

by a high level device description. Investigation in data

restructuring resulted in the formalization of data reorgan-

ization function which clearly delineated in the restructuring

and reformatting capabilities. In order to develop a data

restructurer, a model of data sufficiently general to handle

hierarchical, network, and relational structures was developed.

A set of restructuring operations based on thi,. model was

specified by three levels of abstraction: schema modification,

instance operaticns, and value operations. The latter compon-

ent identified a further research area--that of target file,

evaluation and optimization.

Current research in the translation area is focusing

on evaluation and selection of good structures for the target

data base. Additional topics of research include interfacing

a normal form of data to a source DBMS with the intention of

decomposing the accessing problems into smaller subproblems

that lend themselves to solution.

3.0 SPECIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS

3.1 Stored-Data Definition Language Research

The goal of a Stored-Data Definition Language (SDDL) is

to describe the logical and physiLal characteristics of stored-

data in a complete precise manner. Research in the synthesis

and development of a Stored-Data Definition Language occurred
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primarily in 1971. The research on the synthesis of the

langue.e is documented in Taylor [1971] and Sibley and

Taylor [1973].

To fully use the language as a tool, the langauge

descriptions must be analyzcod to ensure that they conform to

the langauge specifications. Since the language is voluminous

and inherently complicated, several research problems were

identified. These are discussed in Metrick [1976].

3.2 Research Model for Translation

The development model for a data translator is presented

in Fry et al [1972a]. This model is further enhanced in

Fry et al [1972b], Sibley and Merten [1972], Merten and Fry

[1974], and Fry D.974]. The basic model identifies three

major processes: accessing the source data, reorganizing the .

source data into the target data, and constructing the target

data. These processes correspond respectively to the Reader,

Restructurer, and Writer components of the translation model.

. Each of these components have identified major research topics

.A•: ~and are further described.

3.2.1 Reader

The Reader accepts the source file described in the SDDL,

accesses the physical structure, and ccdlstructs a normal form.

The initial efforts of the Reader research adopted a suggestion

from Taylor [1971] where a string or pattern match was made

with the input string. This, however, proved to be insuffi-

If cient, and a generalized access model was developed (Yamaguchi

[1975] and Frank and Yamaguchi [1974]). This model was ,

Aw-.
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driven by a high level device description. The language

developed specifies access paths and addressing mechanisms

for secondary storage.

3.2.2 Restructurer

The Restructurer is driven by the Translation Definition

Language and performs logical translation of the data. The

research of restructuring included the formulation and formal-

ization of reorganization (Fry and Jeris [1974]). The

formulation identified the two ends of +he reorganization

spectrum, reformatting and restructuring.

In the area of data base restructuring, results have been

obtained in the specification of data models for restructuring,

the formulation of restructuring operations, and the develop-

ment of semantics for restructuring functions. Fundamental

to the restructuring of data bases is a model of data which

is rich enough in semantics to specify unambiguous restructuring

transformations, but practical enough to perform the trans-

formations efficiently. Navathe and Merten [1975] analyzed

the Relational Model and discovered that the problems of mapping

the source data to the normalized representation of the Rela-

tional Model outweigh the model's facility to use powerful

manipulation languages.

Navathe and Fry [1976] and Navathe [1976] used a simplified

version of the CODASYL data model to base their formulation

of restructuring operations for hierarchical data models.

They defined the restructuring process by three levels of

abstraction: schema modification, instance operations, and



item operations. At the schema level, three basic restructuring

types were ideritified--Naming, Combining, and Relating.

These types were defined by eight restructuring operations

which serve to form the primitives for a Restructuring Lan-

guage. The eight operations were further defined at the next

level by eighteen data instance operations for the specifi, -
cation of restructuring algorithms. Finally, seventeen low

level item operations were defined to manipulate the data

base.

A further contribution has been the development of a data

model for restructuring data bases [Deppe 197S]. This model

not only handles the more complex network structure rela-.

tionships, but in addition, allows the expression of how the

various data constructs in the model are implemented. This

result facilitates the specification of unambiguous struc-

tures so that meaningful transformations can be made in the

generalized restructuring environment. The restructuring

model of data uses a two level modeling process with a mapping

between the levels. The first level, the Information Model

specifies the relationships and information concepts of the

real world by describing Entities and binary relationships

among the Entities. The next level, the Data Model, defines

the implementation of the Information Model structures by

defining how the various structures are realized in systems.

This two level approach provides sufficient information

for the restructuring algorithm to make intelligent decisions

about the restructuring operations specified by the user'

and the implied transformation on the data.
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3.3.3 Writer

L The Writer, the conceptual invevae of the Reader, con-

structs the target data base. Less research has been

accomplished on the writing process itself, instead t*ca

} research has focused on the optimization and choice ot

L structure for the target which is further described in

Section 3.3.

3.3 Optimization of Data Bases

Research on the optimization of the target structure

began with Severence [1972] and Severence and Merten [1972]

who described a simulation model capabli of choosing an

initial storage structure based on the criteria cost storage,

retrieval speed, and data item usage. Later work (Yao [1974],

[ii' ! Yao and Merten [1975]) developcd an analytic model which

selects an optimal file organization. The model uses usage

"V parameters, environmental constraints, and a set of cost

eqnations to achieve an optimal solucion. Other research

has focused on analysis and synthesis of file designs (DasF and Teorey [19761, Yao et al [1976], Teorey and Das [1976]).

3.4 Operaticnal Aspects of the Data Translator

The Data Translation process operates on two data bases

(the source and target). Since the translation process may

require a large amount of time, research efforts were dire-•ted

to restart and recovery CSayani a972])and microprogramming

translation operations.

-.i



3.4.1 Microprogramming and its Relevance

With a view towards making data translation and restruc-

turing more efficient, a research effort was initiated in

the microprogrammr!ng area. Investigations were directed

toward enhancement of microcoding and translation functions I
which could benefit from microcoding. DeWitt [1976) achieved

some results in determining when two or more microoperations I
could be executed concurrently, thereby achieving further

efficiencies at the microcode level. His approach utilized

machine independent Control Word Model to define the semantics

for the control words in microprogrammable computers. DeWitt

[1975] discusses the applicability of microprogramming to

the translation of data and the conversion of data base manage-

ment systems. Many areas of applicability were found in whioh

efficiencies could be realized through the increase in the

level of control that microprogramming affords. The specifica-

tion of a high level microprogramming language could alleviate

some of the developmental problems and also take advantage

. of the concurrency available in most microprogrammed machines.

3.5 Extensions to the Translator Model

The translation of data is only one aspect of the

conversion problem. Another conversion problem is involved

4. in the translation of data base procedures. Research in

this area has resulted in some initial formulations of the

problem [Kintzer (1975)].

� 3.6 Related Research-Data Base Management Systems

The Data Translator's process may chanige as DBMSs evolve.

Research in future directions of DBMSs are discussed in Fry

[1975] and Fry [1973].
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